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ith global terror attacks on the rise, western nations are facing a very real
threat of continued extremist-based violence in the foreseeable future at
home. The constant necessity to defend the homeland has taken on a
greater emphasis since 9/11, and the prospect of another attack remains a constant
worry for government officials, law enforcement, and first responders. As a result,
local, state and federal authorities must continue to monitor all scenarios, and have
the required tools to deal with the aftermath, should a catastrophic event arise.
The Winter edition of Security & Border Protection/CST & CBRNE manages
to cover a large swath of topics relating to chemical attack response coordination
protection, and border security from Canada to Mexico, from the maintenance of
urban water supply, to the importance of chemical suits, to lessons derived from
past but recent terrorist attacks at home and abroad. Our lead feature deals with
lessons learned from the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, and more specifically
how the 1st Massachusetts Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team
has evolved since responding to the incident. This issue’s Leadership Perspective
offers a unique perspective from BG William King IV, Commander of the Army’s
20th CBRNE Command at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
The unique challenges of maintaining security at the U.S. south border were
the driver for a one-on-one interview with Congresswoman Martha McSally (RAZ, 2nd District, Homeland Security Committee) regarding her thoughts about
issues critical to the southwest region. And speaking with DHS regarding the
practical use of aerostats as a means of border surveillance is but another reminder
of the many tools in the national arsenal to effectively monitor who comes in and
out of the country.
S&BP also examines the strenuous task of patrolling the north border,
presenting different perspectives related to the dangerous interception of
contraband, WMDs, and illegal narcotics. We also investigate a major water
supplier in New York, and learned about collaboration with that state’s National
Guard and what measures are being taken to protect the highly-populated area’s
resources. Finally, don’t miss this issue’s Industry Partner, in which we explore
advances in certified chemical suit protection against a range of toxic industrial
chemicals and chemical warfare agents.
Thanks for your continued readership!
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Response Integration 1st MA WMD-CST

TARGETING AMIDST THE CHAOS
The 1st Massachusetts Weapons of Mass
Destruction Civil Support Team was on-scene
and on-mission mitigating the post-blast threat.
By MAJ Jeffrey Winn and MAJ Glen Kernusky, MA-ARNG

T

he tragic events of the Boston Marathon in April 2013 started
a new chapter in the 1st Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil
Support Team (WMD-CST) playbook. Seconds after the
bombs exploded, members of the 1st CST were actively monitoring
for CBRN indicators and checking for secondary devices.
Fortunately, neither was found.
The mission of the CSTs since its inception has been to support
civil authorities during domestic chemical, biological, radiological,
nuclear, and high-yield explosives (CBRNE) incidents, including
natural disasters. The mission of the CST over the years has become
an all-hazards mission. In the early days, entire team would deploy
out in support of local authorities. Additionally, the CST mission
set has evolved into more pre-deployments for Stand By missions,
instead of the “no-notice” emergency activation.
Post-Marathon bombings, the 1st CST saw a massive uptick
in requests from local authorities, at the Federal, State and Local
level for “Stand By” support at venues. Additionally there are two
historically large venues, the Boston Marathon (BM) and the Boston
Fourth of July (BFOJ) in Massachusetts. The 1st CST had worked
these venues since the inception of the team. In Massachusetts,
Stand By support includes deployment of meters at large venues,
passive and active monitoring, sweeps of the venue, bag/baggage
sweeps and responses to unattended bags/packages.

Evolution in Techniques and Procedures

Since that fateful day in 2013, the 1st CST has employed a truly
integrated and joint concept for conducting CBRNE operations.
The 1st CST has worked side by side with State and Local Police
Bomb Squads and Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) forces to
truly bring the “E” into the CBRNE approach. The 1st CST began
working with the Massachusetts State Police (MSP) Bomb Squad.
Due to the many support requests for Stand By missions, a new
Tactic, Technique and Procedure (TTP) was required and developed.
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BFOJ 2013 was the first time that the new TTPs were employed.
FBI, Mass State Police, Department of Fire Services, Boston
Fire Department and Cambridge Fire Departments along with
participants from four total CSTs (including the 1st) came together
and developed the TTPs. Fortunately, while extremely populated,
the venue is geographically smaller than the Boston Marathon.
This was a great opportunity to execute the new TTPs and proof
the concept.
The Boston Marathon is the world’s oldest annual marathon,
attracting over 500,000 spectators along the routes, and over
30,000 participants. BM2014 saw the stand up of “Task Force
CBRNE”. TF CBRNE was one of several TFs of National Guard
Soldiers and Airmen during 2014. Other Task Forces include TF
Patriot (Brigade Level Command) TF Security (predominantly
Military Police and Security Forces), and TF Medical (comprised
of the medical section of the MA CERFP). TF CBRNE included
over 120 total personnel comprised of 20 CSTs, the 387th EOD
Company, Massachusetts Army National Guard (MA-ARNG) and
928th Military Working Dogs (CT-ARNG).
BFOJ 2014 was a very similar deployment of forces as BFOJ
2013 which continued to included FBI, Mass State Police,
Department of Fire Services, Boston Fire Department and
Cambridge Fire Departments along with participants from 8 total
CSTs (doubling the CST requirements since 2013). The TTPs
continued to be refined and improved.
As with BFOJ 2014, Boston Marathon 2015 was similar. From
a CST perspective, TF CBRNE formed again, with over 100
members which included forces from 19 other CSTs, our friends
from the 928th MWD (CT-ARNG), the 387th EOD (MA-ARNG)
and a new participant from the 104th ANG Fighter Wing, the
104th EOD Team , Massachusetts Air National Guard (MA-ANG).

Formal Preparation

In all large venues, all participants were brought in several
days before the event to participate in Joint Reception,
Staging, Onward Movement and Integration (JRSOI). Any
servicemember who has deployed overseas understands going
through JRSOI.
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Boston Marathon 2015 JRSOI
Day 1 Activities:
• S1 Station (sign in, signed for credentials and Brev Code cards,
received rooming assignment)
• S4 Station (Consolidate and turn in equipment, re-issue
equipment back out, issue gear from the Support Center and
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office [DNDO] and draw radios)
• Mission, Safety and Communications Briefings (TF Wide)
• EOD Overview
• Medical Brief
• Public Affairs Brief (JFHQ PAO)
• Rules for the Use of Force Brief (JFHQ JAG)
• TTP Brief
• Android Tactical Awareness Kit (ATAK) Training
• DNDO Training
• Mobile Field Kit (MFK)/Asyncrony Training
Day 2 Activities:
• Table Top Exercise (TTX) Overview
• Scenario-Based Training. Included 6 separate lanes
incorporating the training from the previous day.
• Terrain Walk Thru / Recon (Start & Finish Line and Race Route)
The TTX focused on the 4 phases of a response during Stand
By Mission.
TTX Phases
• Joint Hazard Assessment Teams (JHAT/EOD Teams with MA
JHAT and EOD Teams used interchangeably)
• CBRNE Assessment Teams (CAT)
• Rapid Deployment Teams (RDT) / Department of Fire
Services (DFS) Task Force
• Remote Monitoring / Check Points / Initial Sweeps
In all venues, the above three methodologies are employed
as a “Response Condition” or RESCON. Remote Monitoring is a
continuous process through the entire venue duration. The JHAT,
CATs, and RDTs are “dispatched” from a “CBRNE command”,
which has decision makers from DFS, MSP, FBI, and the CST
along with radio dispatchers.
Primary Roles
• JHATs are typically a CST Operator and a Bomb Squad
member. The JHAT is assigned a post upon conclusion of
sweeps and is prepared to respond to a suspicious package.
• CATs provide a more robust package of senior CST Operators
typically with support from the FBI and DFS. Additionally a
larger equipment and PPE package is available allowing CATs
to have the ability to rapidly make decisions on a potential
CBRNE threat.
• The RDT or DFS Task Force is the third and final phase of
the RESCON. This is where the JHAT and/or CAT have
encountered a CBRNE Threat and it’s all hands on deck. The
RDT will bring in the rest of the CST “footprint” and either
DFS assets or Fire Department assets as well.
• Remote Monitoring / Initial Sweeps. Typically, during the
initial set up of a situation, remote monitoring is deployed
and initial sweeps are performed before the general public is
let in. The remote monitoring is usually deployed while the
sweeps are being conducted.
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JRSOI training included the initial equipment and
communications training followed by the TTX overview and
finally with a “round-robin” hands-on lanes training for 6
different scenarios.
Scenarios
• JHAT Dispatched by CBRNE Command
• JHAT “self-dispatches (or is notified by general public…
”see something…say something…”)
• Loss of communications
• Medical Event
• CBRNE Event
• Sweeps Training / Suspicious Item(s) discovered
Ultimately, the 2015 Boston Marathon was conducted
without any issues. Pulling in 19 CSTs, 2 EOD units and the
Military Working Dogs from across the country is challenging
enough! In the end, dividends were made in the long days of
training. The methodology the 1st CST employs is becoming
the basis for a national model and future joint training
opportunities for both police Bomb Squad members and CST
operators.

Lead art: Roll call/shift brief is conducted during the 2013 Boston Marathon incident
response effort. (1st MA WMD-CST)

Kobra:
Unmanned

on

Mission

iRobot Corporation has introduced the 710 Kobra, the latest
in second-generation, unmanned CBRN/Hazmat technology.
Powerful, rugged and highly agile, the Kobra robot can
support multiple, heavy payloads without sacrificing mobility
or operation over rough terrain. The Kobra weighs 500 lbs
(227 kg), including the arm and manipulator, can lift payloads
in excess of 330 lbs (150 kg), and has a maximum speed of
8 mph (12.9 km/h). The device can reach as high as eleven
and a half feet, manipulate stairs, squeeze through doorways
and aisle ways, and even deploy from the back of a standard
sport utility vehicle.
When deployed, the robot can open doors and
obstacles, break windows, slice through seat belts, and
support numerous third-party payloads to satisfy varied
mission requirements. It also offers multiple camera views
and high image resolution, providing improved situational
awareness. Kobra can support and remotely fire multiple
disruptors at once. The system base configuration includes
a chassis, 2-link manipulator arm, gripper camera, battery
box, mesh, and OCU. There are numerous optional
EOD capabilities such as a two-shot disruptor with a high
resolution camera, multi-firing circuit, passive spooler with I/O
box, hi-back camera, and accessory rack.
In addition, the technology can operate in extreme
weather environments, as well as urban settings, with an
operational temperature of -20°C to 55°C, and a storage
temperature reading of -40°C to 71°C.
More info: irobot.com/defense
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Multi-Mission Robot

510 PackBot® CBRNe
Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear and high-yield explosives
The iRobot 510 PackBot robotic system
enables sensing and visual/audible
detection of toxic industrial materials,
chemical warfare agents, radiation
or explosive hazards. This compact,
rugged vehicle supports deployment in
extreme environments and multi-robot
operation, affording greater safety to the
military units and first responder groups
who keep the world safe. The system
accommodates multiple sensors that can
be configured to meet the mission needs.

Learn more at: www.irobot.com/defense

©2015 iRobot Corporation. All rights reserved. iRobot and
PackBot are registered trademarks of iRobot Corporation.

Regional Coordination GA National Guard

PERPETUALLY

PREPARED,

CONTINGENCY

READY
The Georgia Department of Defense provides
ready and relevant military forces to combatant
commanders and, with the consent of the
Governor, provides command and control and
capabilities to support homeland defense and
defense support for civil authorities.
By CPT William Carraway, Public Affairs, GA Army National Guard

T

he Georgia Army National Guard (GAARNG) has a rich
history of Department of Defense (DoD) emergency relief
operations going back more than a century. From responding
to civil unrest in 1898, to aiding authorities during the 1911
wildfires, and flying helicopter relief missions during Hurricane
Sandy in 2012, the Georgia Guard has continuously improved its
ability to assist our fellow citizens. “We are a war fighting force,”
said Brig. Gen. Thomas Carden, Commander, GAARNG.
That fighting force deployed more than 2,000 Guardsmen to
five continents in 2014 alone in support of combatant commanders
and in furtherance of national policy. But at home, the Georgia
Guard is also uniquely capable of responding to domestic
emergencies.
“If I can alleviate human suffering in a place where people are
trying to kill me, I can alleviate suffering back home where nobody
is trying to kill me,” said Carden.
The Georgia Army National Guard is comprised of six brigades
and 11,000 Soldiers. The Georgia Air National Guard, with
its 2,800 Airmen is divided into two wings and geographically
separated units across the state. The Guard is leveraged to
quickly come to the assistance of civil authorities both locally
and regionally. Of the 159 counties in Georgia, 150 either have a
National Guard armory in them or are immediately adjacent to a
county with one.
Though these units have varied composition and mission sets,
as Carden notes, each represents an asset to local and regional
emergency managers.
“Regardless of what a Guardsman’s particular skill set is, they
all represent a capability,” said Carden.
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Reaction Readiness, Training, and Preparation

The Georgia Guard is a pioneer in regional training and
building partnerships. The Georgia National Guard’s 48th
Infantry Brigade Combat Team was the first National Guard
IBCT to execute missions under the regionally aligned forces
program. The 48th IBCT has worked with U.S. Southern
Command (SOUTHCOM) and U.S. Army South, El Salvador,
Guatemala and Honduras This partnership forges strong
regional partnerships across the Americas by building the host
nation’s military capacity to combat transnational criminal
organizations and drug trafficking organizations.
The 48th IBCT Guardsmen train their assigned host nation’s
military forces in border control operations, command post
operations and intelligence support operations.
The training has been so successful in Guatemala that 75
additional training days were funded in 2014 to further develop
the Guatemalan Inter-Agency Task Force, composed of both
Guatemalan police and military servicemen, and designed
specifically to combat drug trafficking organizations operating
inside of Guatemala.
As Carden notes, the 48th Brigade was picked for this
mission despite the fact that a large portion of the brigade was
deployed to Afghanistan.
“Not only were we the first Army National Guard state
to conduct a regionally aligned forces mission, we did it at a
time when the bulk of the brigade headquarters was engaged
in the war fight, said Carden. “We were chosen out of 28
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Soldiers from Joint Task Force 781 CERFP, 201st Regional Support Group, FEMA Region 4 Homeland Response Force transport
a simulated casualty to medical personnel during an external evaluation at the Guardian Centers in Perry, Georgia. (Staff Sgt. Mike
Perry, 124th MPAD)

brigade combat teams even though our
brigade leadership, including the brigade
commander, were overseas. I think
that speaks to the level of readiness, the
level of competence in our formation,
and the fact that at the National Level,
our leaders have confidence in the
ability of the Georgia National Guard to
deliver on multiple complex mission sets
simultaneously.”

Southeastern Tier Leader:
4th WMD-CST

Georgia is home to premier regional
CBRN response units. The 201st Regional
Response Group, a joint Army and Air
National Guard unit, is the headquarters
command for the Region IV Homeland
Response Force. Within the 201st
Regional Support Group are specialized
medical, engineering and military police
units, as well as the 4th Weapons of Mass
Destruction-Civil Support Team (WMDCST , GA National Guard).
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The 4th WMD-CST provide support
to civil authorities at domestic chemical,
biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN)
incident sites by identifying and assessing
hazards. They also advise civil authorities
and facilitate the arrival of follow-on
military forces during emergencies and
incidents of WMD terrorism, intentional or
unintentional release of CBRN materials,
and natural or man-made disasters.
Comprised of full-time Army and Air
National Guard personnel, these service
members are trained in the detection,
identification and mitigation of chemical,
biological, nuclear and explosive threats.
Specialty vehicles organic to the WMDCST include a command vehicle, operations
trailer and a unified command vehicle
which provides a broad spectrum of secure
communications capabilities. Additionally,
the team can deploy with an analytical
laboratory system vehicle containing a full
suite of analytical equipment to support
onsite characterization of the hazards.
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The 4th was one of the first ten WMD-CSTs established, and was
validated by the U.S. Department of Defense in October 2001. It is
extremely active in the community, consistently ranking in the top five
most active teams in the nation. In 2014, the unit provided technical
assistance to the U.S. Secret Service during National Special Security
Events, participated in the Defense Support of Civil Authorities
mission for the Dalai Lama’s visit to Georgia and the African Leader’s
Summit in Washington, D.C.
The 4th WMD-CST also provided technical support to numerous
large scale public events. High-draw events such as the South
Eastern Conference Football Championship, the NCAA Final Four
tournament, the Peachtree Road Race, and numerous professional and
collegiate sporting events received unit expertise.
2014 was also a year dedicated to radiological response training for
the 4th WMD-CST as the unit participated in a joint training exercise
with the Coast Guard’s Gulf Strike Team in Mobile, Ala., focused on
maritime transport of illicit radiological materials; and conducted
joint nuclear response planning with federal and state agencies.
Additionally, the unit participated in the Idaho National Laboratory’s
Advanced Nuclear/Radiological Search and Response Training
Program, developing standard operation procedures with some of the
highest strength radiological source materials available for training.
“In my 30 years in the Guard, our capability has ramped up
considerably across the formation and it is more specific to the
homeland response force,” emphasized Carden.
A Guardsman from Georgia’s 202nd Explosive Ordinance Disposal Company, 201st Regional
Support Group reels out detonation cord during a scenario. (Staff Sgt. Mike Perry, 124th MPAD)
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116th & 165th Response Teams

The 116th Medical Group, 116th Air Control Wing and the 165th
Medical Group, 165th Airlift Wing help support one of the country’s
few chemical, biological, radiological/nuclear and explosive enhanced
response force packages or CERFP teams. These teams are trained to
respond to disasters with medical treatment for victims of man-made
or natural disasters. This team must be ready to deploy within six
hours of a disaster. A CERFP team consists of command and control,
an engineering company, a chemical company, a medical group, and
a fatality search and recovery team. The members of the Georgia
National Guard unit work side-by-side with civilian first responders.
Victims are first searched for and then extracted by members with
specialized training. The victims are then decontaminated in order
to be treated in a sterile environment. Next in the process is transfer
to a medical tent where medical personnel perform triage and treat
the victims accordingly. This is where members from the 116th
and 165th MDGs apply their skills. These medical groups can treat
victims ranging from minor burns to life-threating injuries.
The 165th Fatality Search and Recovery Team, 165th Airlift
Wing Force Support Squadron, plays a vital role in support to civil
authorities. These teams began to be implemented across the county
in 2010 and the 165th FSRT became one of the first FSRTs in the
National Guard to receive validation. They provide direct support
to CERFP teams in times of a disaster. These specialized members
are trained to locate and recover the remains of victims in a mass
casualty event, whether it was a man-made or natural disaster. Team
members receive special training and equipment that allow them to
operate in every spectrum of a dangerous environment, including
those contaminated by nuclear, biological or chemical agents. This
is a capability that only the Air National Guard possesses. Civilian
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authorities such as local coroners and emergency medical technicians
are likely to be overwhelmed in the case of an attack or mass casualty
event. The Air Guard’s Fatality Search and Recovery Teams can
deploy the resources necessary to recover victims quickly, with
dignity and respect.
The 116th Security Forces Squadron, 116th Air Control Wing,
and the 165th Security Forces Squadron, 165th Airlift Wing can
also be called to assist in domestic operations. Security Forces are
trained to protect people, property and resources. Accomplishing
this goal requires extensive training in law enforcement and combat
tactics since Security Forces work both stateside on bases and
overseas where they can go on patrols off base. This is a physically
and mentally demanding duty that requires highly focused and
professional individuals. Members have the ability to direct vehicle
and pedestrian traffic, conduct investigations into incidents,
apprehend and detain suspects, secure crime scenes and testify in
judicial proceedings. These units can be involved in team patrol
movements, tactical drills, battle procedures and other military
operations.
The 116th Explosive Ordnance Disposal Flight, 116th Air
Control Wing takes care of ordnance disposal duties for the entire
base and sometimes is charged with disposing of munitions that
have degraded with time. The team is responsible for more than 30
counties in the state of Georgia and so they regularly respond to calls
of suspicious packages and other threats as well as provide support
when the GBI bomb unit is unavailable.
The 158th Airlift Squadron, 165th Airlift Wing provides air
mobility and transport in support of civil authorities. The C-130H
Hercules has the capability of transporting valuable resources across
the state in times of crisis. Whether it is personnel, medical supplies,
food or even vehicles, the squadron can deliver its cargo accurately
and in a timely manner.

delivered. We have never pushed back on a mission request. When
the National Guard Bureau sends us a request for forces to conduct a
mobilization we always find a way to solve for yes.”

Cyber Savvy

The State of Georgia has infrastructure and capabilities that helped
make the Georgia Guard a leading candidate for the new cyber team.
“We competed, along with many other states for the cyber
protection team mission,” said Carden. “The National Guard Bureau
plans on rolling out ten teams. Georgia was among the first three
teams designated. The new domain where we see a lot of threat
activity is in the cyber world. The fact that we have been able to
compete for and obtain a cyber-protection team is good for the state
and it’s good for FEMA Region IV because that cyber team will be a
regional asset. We will make sure we stand that unit up, sustain it,
and deliver for the state and nation, not just meeting but exceeding
expectations.”
“There are 10 million people in Georgia, the majority of whom
live in the 28 metro county areas. A cyber training center is being
established in South Atlanta. We have Georgia Tech, the Centers for
Disease Control, and the busiest airport in the world at Hartsfield
Jackson Airport. We have a lot of talent to recruit from and now we
have a unit to recruit to. We are in the perfect position to be able to
find those skills in the civilian world, put them in a uniform, and put
them to work defending the state, region, and the nation.”

Current Efforts in Preparedness

The Georgia Guard has taken advantage of lessons learned and
training exercises to train and equip our force for humanitarian
relief missions. Additionally, the capability exists through regional
readiness centers to serve as staging areas for humanitarian workers
in emergency response operations. Winter storm response operations
in 2014 demonstrated that having a National Guard presence in the
community for rapid response is critical to helping our civil agency
partners stabilize emergency situations.
In addition to the rapid response capability of the 201st RSG,
Army and Aviation assets would play a critical role in humanitarian
crises. As they did in Hurricane Katrina, helicopter and fixed wing
assets of the Georgia Guard would provide the capability of moving
citizens to safe zones and transporting patients for emergency care.
The ability to deliver humanitarian supplies and workers through the
Air Guard’s C-130 platform or the work horse CH-47 Chinook and
UH-60 Black Hawk Helicopters of Army Aviation would bring vital
logistical assets to bear in the event of a humanitarian crisis.
The determination to place the mission first and to ‘solve for
yes’ has resulted in Georgia getting the call not only for important
overseas missions, but for emerging missions at home.
“In the 14 years since September 11, 2001, the Georgia Guard has
deployed more than 18,000 service members overseas,” said Carden.
“We have a number of units that have mobilized multiple times,
some have gone three times in that time period, and we have always
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Leadership Perspective

Countering the

Global Threat
Brigadier General William E. King IV assumed command of the
20th CBRNE Command on May 20, 2015. Brigadier General King
is the 7th commander of the United States Army 20th CBRNE
Command. As the commander of the Army’s and Department
of Defense’ sole CBRNE organization, he is responsible for the
manning, equipping, and training of more than 5,300 Soldiers and
civilians assigned across two Explosive Ordnance Disposal Groups,
one Chemical Brigade, and a CBRNE Analytical and Remediation
Activity.
Previous to his assumption of Command of the 20th CBRNE
Command, he served as deputy assistant chief of staff, G-3/5/7
(Readiness), for U.S. Army Forces Command on Fort Bragg, North
Carolina.
Brigadier General William King entered active duty in July
1987 after earning a baccalaureate in Chemistry and distinguished
military graduate honors at the University of Richmond,
Richmond, VA.
His military education and honors include honor graduate
Chemical Officer Basic Course, distinguished honor graduate
Hazardous Materials Management Course, distinguished honor
graduate Chemical Officer Advanced Course, Combined Arms
Service Staff School, U.S. Army Command and General Staff
College, U.S. Army School of Advanced Military Studies, Army
Force Management College, distinguished graduate Industrial
College of the Armed Forces War College, Airborne, and
distinguished honor graduate of Air Assault School.

BG William E. King IV
Commander
U.S. Army 20th CBRNE Command
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

CST & CBRNE: What makes 20th CBRNE unique?

BG King: The 20th CBRNE Command is a highly technical,
expeditionary formation. With approximately 5,000 Soldiers
and 225 civilians on 19 posts in 16 states, the command is
home to 85 percent of the Active Army’s Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) and Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear (CBRN) units. Based on the Edgewood Area of
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, the command is the U.S.
Army’s only formation with the specialized CBRNE capabilities
and expertise to operate effectively across the full range of
CBRNE threats and hazards. On any given day, we have
forces operating in Africa, Asia, Europe and South America.
Our Soldiers take on the enemy’s weapons of choice during
Counter Improvised Explosive Device operations. In support
of Combatant Commander’s Theater Security Cooperation
Strategies, we train together with our friends and allies around
the world.
In the continental U.S. in support of civil law enforcement
authorities, our Soldiers perform daily EOD missions and Very
Important Person Protection Support Activity missions. Army
civilians from the CBRNE Analytical and Remediation Activity
engage in remediation operations at Formerly Used Defense
Sites. We also support the FBI-led National Technical Nuclear
Forensics Task Force, conduct Recovered Chemical Warfare
Material operations and maintain a high level of readiness for
Northern Command’s Defense CBRN Response Force.
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Interview conducted by CST & CBRNE Editor Kevin Hunter

CST & CBRNE: Since taking the reins of 20th CBRNE
Command, please speak to your role and primary
focus areas.
BG King: My role is to ensure that our leaders, Soldiers and
civilians are ready to save lives in missions to counter weapons of
mass destruction, conventional and improvised explosive devices
around the globe, whenever and wherever they are called. Leader
development and readiness are my top priorities and are the
reason we maintain a very demanding and high operational tempo
throughout the 20th CBRNE Command. The threats we face are
significant, numerous, and growing, and we must be ready when
the nation and our combatant commanders call.

IAB SEL

recommended
for “high-risk”
EBOLA threats
iab.gov

WHEN MINUTES MATTER MOST
Respond faster and remain focused on the mission
Certified to NFPA 1994, Class 2, durable multi-threat suits made with GORE®
CHEMPAK® ultra barrier fabric help you respond quicker with enhanced
operational capabilities and reduced heat stress in HOT ZONE environments.
Learn more about products featuring Gore’s innovative ChemBio fabrics at
www.GoreChempak.com in applications for Technical Rescue, HazMat,
Reconnaissance, and Rapid Intervention Teams.

www.GoreChempak.com/multithreat
W. L. GORE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Technical Fabrics
800.431.GORE (4673)
CHEMPAK, GORE and designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates © 2014 W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. Warning: No products, including garments, footwear or
handwear, offer absolute protection, even when new, and their protective performance will decline with wear, tear, abrasion, and other damage associated with use.
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A Soldier from 20th CBRNE Command takes on mock enemy forces during the inaugural CBRNE Leaders Course at Gunpowder Range, MD. (Sean Kief, U.S. Army Aberdeen Proving Ground)

CST & CBRNE: How has 20th CBRNE evolved to meet
the growing CBRNE threat?
BG King: The global landscape has fundamentally changed
with increasingly hostile, fragile or failed states, along with the
continued threat of transnational, non-state organizations and
alliances seeking to expand their influence. The complexity
and uncertainty of the rapidly changing strategic environment
demands timely and mission-focused decisions about future
capability and capacity needed within the U.S. Army. This
complexity is due to the increasing momentum of human
interaction, threats emanating from dense and weakly governed
areas, the availability of lethal weapon systems and the
proliferation of CBRNE threats.
The risk of our adversary’s access to Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD) and the continued IED threat, as well as the
acquisition, proliferation, use and prevalence of asymmetrical
CBRNE threats has intensified. This creates a range of potential
threats that suggests the employment of complex CBRNE hazards
against U.S. interests and allies is an increasing risk, and the cost
of insufficient preparation against these hazards is substantial.
We expect that our adversaries will continue to look to the use of
CBRNE capabilities as a way to maintain an asymmetric advantage
over U.S. forces, as well as our allies, to shape the operating
environment by inflicting casualties, causing chaos and eroding
public support. While difficulty in the acquisition, development
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and delivery of threats increases from chemical to biological
to radiological to nuclear, low-yield explosives remain a cheap
and easy resource for use against U.S. interests. Accelerating
technological advancement and increased connectivity enable
greater ease in the development and employment of CBRNE
capabilities which includes not only single threat types, but also
more complex hybrid CBRNE threats delivered in parallel or serial
within a given area of operations. We must anticipate unique
delivery of multiple elements of the CBRNE threat spectrum, as
well as the continued use of improvised explosive devices as a
persistent tactical threat. The simultaneous presentation of hybrid
CBRNE threats within an area of operations requires unity of
command of special purpose, highly technical forces, commanded
by trained leaders with the knowledge of how best to employ them
and to appropriately synchronize an effective response.
We expect to employ both purely functional and
multifunctional CBRNE capabilities as mission requirements
dictate. In a Counter IED mission, functional EOD forces will
likely be employed, similar to the manner in which the EOD
Groups have historically conducted the Counter IED mission
as a Combined Joint Task Force in Afghanistan and Iraq. For a
consequence management mission, functional CBRN forces will
likely be employed. In the case of an endemic disease threat,
the possibility for CBRN or laboratory forces may exist, similar
to the recent deployments of the 1st Area Medical Laboratory
and 48th Chemical Brigade to Liberia to help to contain the
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Leadership Perspective
worst Ebola outbreak in history. If mission requirements dictate a
more integrated CBRNE capability, a multifunctional CBRNE Task
Force could be formed using one or more functional EOD or CBRN
formations.
CST & CBRNE: With post-war Army downsizing imminent in
the face of growing global threats to U.S. interests, how is
20th CBRNE addressing readiness prioritization in meeting
national security needs?

THE ONLY HANDHELD

Mass Spec Multitool

BG King: Ensuring that we are organized, trained, equipped, and
ready to conduct our mission is our top priority. The 20th CBRNE
Command is home to the majority of the active U.S. Army’s CBRNE
capabilities and conducts daily missions across the nation and around
the globe – from protecting our nation’s most senior leaders in
support of the Secret Service to training for counter CBRNE missions
at home and overseas. All of our missions are important to the safety
and security of our nation and its allies.
CST & CBRNE: From a chemical-biological threat
perspective, how is 20th CBRNE working to support JPEOCBD efforts to field capabilities to servicemembers?
BG King: Since the 20th CBRNE Command is the Defense
Department’s only expeditionary formation that combats CBRNE
threats around the globe, we partner with other Joint Services,
numerous U.S. government agencies, and allied partners to ensure
we have the right capabilities in the right places at the right time.
We are partnering with JPEO-CBD on an Advanced Technology
Demonstration to continue to improve capabilities in the areas
of protection, characterization, contamination mitigation and
situational awareness as well as continuing to refine and hone our
Tactics Techniques and Procedures so that we can maximize the
capabilities that the JPEO-CBD provides while providing them
insights into future operational requirements.
CST & CBRNE: From a joint coordination vantage,
please speak to 20th CBRNE efforts to integrate training
technology/processes across the Joint Services.
BG King: We train with our joint, interagency, and allied partners
during a wide variety of training exercises both within the US and
around the world. This fall, our Soldiers are participating in combat
training center rotations at Fort Irwin, California, and Fort Polk,
Louisiana, within a Division Warfighter at Camp Red Cloud, South
Korea, as well as the Network Integration Evaluation and Army
Warfighting Assessment at Fort Bliss, Texas. They will be training
as CBRNE Brigade and Battalion Task Forces in support of Army
Light and Heavy Brigade Combat Teams, a Combined U.S. and
Republic of Korea Division, and Joint Task Forces. These exercises
will include 20th CBRNE headquarters operating in Maryland,
Kentucky and Texas as well. The command also recently completed
Exercise Raven’s Challenge where EOD technicians trained with joint
service, international, and interagency bomb squads across the nation
from May 2 – June 26. From booby trapped houses to vessel-borne
IEDs, the bomb squads focused on defeating a variety of improvised
explosive devices while working through interoperability challenges
at training venues in Colorado, Florida, New York and Washington.
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We are focused on preparing our units to confront and defeat the
world’s most dangerous weapons in the most dangerous places.
CST & CBRNE: From a partnering perspective, please
speak to 20th CBRNE efforts to team with technology
developers in meeting the Army’s CBRN mission.

combat training centers. The second iteration of Scientists in
the Foxhole was conducted in October 2015 at the National
Training Center in Fort Irwin, CA.

BG King: As Aberdeen Proving Ground’s only Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM) that deploys globally, we work with the
rest of Team CBRNE (JPEO-CBD, ECBC, CMA, Public Health
Command, ATEC, CECOM, and a whole host of PEOs) to
ensure we are fielding the right gear to confront threats on the
modern battlefield. As mentioned previously, we are working
with JPEO-CBD on the Advanced Technology Demonstration
to give the acquisition community insight into technologies that
better enable our Soldiers to perform complex CBRNE missions.
The command has also begun an initiative with the Defense
Threat Reduction Agency’s Joint Service Technology Office
called Scientists in the Foxhole, where scientists from partner
agencies observe and interact with our Soldiers in action at the

CST & CBRNE: Looking ahead, feel free to speak
to goals/challenges helping to shape 20th CBRNE
planning.
BG King: We are focused on preparing our units to confront
and defeat the world’s most dangerous weapons in the world’s
most dangerous places. In support of combatant commanders
overseas and law enforcement agencies at home, the 20th
CBRNE Command provides a one-of-a-kind global capability
critical to the defense of our nation and its allies. We pride
ourselves with being “Ready, Reliable and Globally Responsive”
and live daily with our slogan, “Liberty We Defend.”

Defense Strategies Institute presents the 3rd Annual:

DoD UNMANNED
SYSTEMS SUMMIT

“A Joint Approach Across Air / Land / Sea
Systems”

MARCH 29—30, 2016 | Alexandria, VA

REGISTER TODAY :
FREE for military /
government personnel

http://dsigroup.org
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Industry Partner Gore

EXTENDING

MISSION TIME
By Michael Kienzle, W.L. Gore Product Specialist

O

ne of the core values of W. L. Gore & Associates (Gore) is
a concept referred to as fitness for use, in which a product
is developed to meet or exceed the requirements of a
specific application. Before developing a new protective barrier,
Gore’s scientists and engineers collaborate with end users to
understand their environment, their challenges, and the hazards
they face. Two primary areas identified as most challenging for
first responders are achieving longer time on scene and improving
their ability to function effectively in their protective suits. By
combining this understanding with its extensive knowledge of
membrane technologies, Gore has developed a family of durable
fabrics that provide certified protection against exposure to a
range of toxic industrial chemicals (TICs) and chemical warfare
agents (CWAs) in hot and warm zones.
Suits made with durable GORE® CHEMPAK® fabrics enable
you to operate more effectively in demanding environments.
These fabrics help manage heat stress better, which enables you
to remain on scene longer. At the same time, they are engineered
with increased durability to resist cuts, tears, and abrasion,
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while providing the necessary level of protection required for
the mission. GORE® CHEMPAK® ultra barrier fabric is used in
suits certified to NFPA 1994, Class 2 for hot zone missions, while
GORE® CHEMPAK® selectively permeable fabric is used in suits
certified to NFPA 1994, Class 3 for warm zone missions.

The Challenge of Heat Stress

Heat stress is one of the main reasons your time on scene is
limited. Your body’s primary way to prevent getting overheated is
through sweat evaporation, and a highly trained first responder
can produce as much as two liters of sweat per hour during highly
active periods. However, if perspiration cannot escape and pass
through clothing, your body cannot regulate its core temperature.
If this is not possible, your body core temperature will rise, which
can have an adverse impact on your safety and performance.
Several military studies have shown that seemingly small increases
in body core temperature can affect hearing, heat exhaustion,
motor control, and even your ability to solve simple problems. In
fact, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) recommends that body core temperature should be
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Figure 1: Impact of Rising Body Core Temperature (W.L. Gore)

carefully monitored during heavy work, with a maximum
increase of only 1.8°F for daily work (Figure 1).
Several of today’s Chemical Biological protective ensembles
are made of impermeable materials that are not breathable (i.e.,
sweat vapor cannot escape through the clothing). Wearing nonbreathable materials reduces your ability to manage your body
core temperature through sweat evaporation. Therefore, your
time on scene is limited, resulting in shorter work cycles and
longer rest cycles to reduce the consequences of heat stress.
Multi-Threat Suits made with GORE® CHEMPAK® ultra
barrier fabric provide an effective way to extend your time on
scene because the garment’s patented outer surface promotes
evaporative cooling when it is wet down (Figure 2). As the water
evaporates off the outer textile, it helps to dissipate body heat.
In a controlled garment study, both Multi-Threat and
conventional level A suit materials lost approximately the same
amount of heat when they were dry. However, when wetted
down, the Multi-Threat suit lost a significantly greater amount of
heat when compared to the conventional level A garment.
Clothing that is moisture-vapor permeable (breathable)
allows sweat vapor to evaporate from your skin and move
freely through the fabric, which helps reduce your body core
temperature. For warm zone incidents, Extended Response
Team (XRT) suits made with GORE® CHEMPAK® selectively
permeable fabric are breathable, so sweat vapor can pass through
the fabric. During a documented wear trial in which users wore
XRT suits, they were able to perform eight hours of rigorous
activities such as a brisk two-mile walk, drills at a firearms range,
evidence investigation, and maneuvering through an obstacle
course. Because the users experienced the physiological benefits
of sweat evaporation, they maintained lower body core and skin
temperatures.

Certified Protection with Enhanced Functionality

When responding to a CBRN incident, you need to be protected
but also must be able to complete your mission. Suits made
with GORE® CHEMPAK® fabrics provide NFPA 1994-certified
protection against TICs and CWAs in both hot and warm zones
and help mitigate the effects of heat stress. The added durability
of these fabrics enable you to be more confident that you will
remain protected in the physically demanding activities required
in these incidents.
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Figure 2: Wetting down the Multi-Threat Suit (W.L. Gore)

Available in front- and rear-entry designs, the form-fitting
Multi-Threat suits with GORE® CHEMPAK® ultra barrier fabric
give you unencumbered movement, increased range of motion,
improved peripheral vision, and excellent dexterity.
As the only breathable fabric available in Class 3 certified suits,
GORE® CHEMPAK® selectively permeable fabric helps increase
mobility because of its lightweight, low-bulk construction. Like
the Multi-Threat suits, XRT suits are quick to put on because
the interfaces and closures do not require additional taping. The
added durability of this fabric, combined with its breathability,
enables you to focus on the task at hand and not the environmental
conditions around you.

The Future Direction for Gore’s ChemBio Fabrics

As new challenges are identified for responders, Gore continues to
develop new technologies that combine protection, functionality,
and comfort. Recently certified to NFPA 1994, Class 3, the
Chemical/Biological Protective Clothing System (CPCS) is a
versatile undergarment that can be worn in a variety of scenarios
— VIP and public event security, consequence management,
technical search and rescue, EOD, and technical decontamination.
The undergarment’s stretch fabric and unique design integrates
easily with a variety of equipment, enabling increased mobility and
operational effectiveness in tactical and catastrophic situations.
Gore’s latest development is in response to the international
outbreak of the Ebola Virus. The Biological Protective Suit (BPS)
provides full-body protection against exposure to Ebola and
other highly infectious diseases for responders involved in such
operations as patient transport, non-combat casualty evaluation,
waste disposal, and mortuary operations. Recently certified to
NFPA 1994, Class 4 and pending certification to the multiple-use
requirement in the NFPA 1999 Standard, this highly breathable
suit can be laundered and re-used if not previously exposed to
contaminants.
Lead Art: Breathable XRT Suit Provides Certified Warm-Zone Protection (W.L. Gore)
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Hill Perspective South Border

Projecting Oversight

to the Border
Security & Border Protection had the
opportunity to speak with Rep. Martha
McSally (R-Arizona, 2nd District), Chairwoman,
Emergency Preparedness Response &
Communications Committee, House Homeland
Security Committee regarding the state of
security at the southern border.
Interview by S&BP Editor Scott Sharon
S&BP: How have your 26 years in the U.S. Air Force
helped to inform your decisions regarding border
security of our nation while currently serving in the
House of Representatives?
McSally: My time in the Air Force informs everything I am doing
here [House of Representatives]. Having spent most of my adult
life in the military, I think it helps me to be “mission-focused”
where we identify what an objective is, and then we figure out
how to use the tools we have in order to meet that objective. This
is standard military planning, so when I visit the border and see
the challenges we are having there, I must pose the question:
“What objective are we trying to achieve here?” We’re trying to
make sure that our communities are safe, that our ranchers and
border residents are safe, that we don’t have cartels trafficking in
and out of our neighborhood, in addition to moving into the rest
of America and all the public safety risks that come with that. So
how can we do that? It’s challenging when you consider a large
border area, 85 miles in my district and hundreds of miles across
the land and the maritime border. Our objective is to identify,
detect, monitor and intercept illegal activity as close to the border
as possible, so it’s not 50 or 100 miles further in, thus creating a
public safety threat.
Some of the things that come from my military experience
include the use of technology, a combination of boots on the
ground, air assets, and intelligence-driven operations in order to
detect, monitor and intercept that activity, often in challenging
terrain. And so it’s not a solution of merely deploying one person
every ten feet, lining up arm-to-arm and using two dimensions to
try and detect that activity. We know where to look, and then we
have to be nimble as well because as soon as we squeeze a certain
area, the bad guys are going to figure out how to be responsive
to that and they’re often much more agile and innovative than
government bureaucracies are. How do we have a system that’s
flexible and adroit, so that when the bad guys change their tactics,
or their corridors, we are able to pick that up and change as well?
How do we use some of the technologies that have been used
in Afghanistan? The Vehicle and Dismount Exploitation Radar
(VADER) technology is a great example that we are now using
down on the Southwest Border and in my district. We have
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introduced unmanned assets to use radar capability to pick up
moving objects so that we can then cue our other air or ground
assets to the area to pick them up, as opposed to having an agent
out there by himself on the ground without decent situational
awareness, trying to just look in his line of sight to see activity.
Often, these agents are chasing somebody without having any idea
whether there are any other individuals around them, or if they’re
being funneled into a trap, with limited situational awareness.
I have been pushing DHS to get a better strategy using
intelligence-driven operations, airborne assets, manned and
unmanned, technology and sensors in order to detect the activity
and cue situational awareness to the guys on the ground so that
we can intercept the illegal activity before it actually gets onto
private U.S. property. VADER, as well as deployment of integrated
fixed, and mobile, towers are good examples of detecting human
movement, as well as increasing CBP’s aerial surveillance. But I
still think they have an ineffective strategy in “defensive depth”
where they’re focused further inland instead of having manpower
ready to deploy right at the border.
These transnational criminal organizations are smart and
innovative, and over the course of the last several decades we
have seen these groups circumventing areas we thought had been
secured. In the maritime domain we have been pretty effective,
moving agents further up the coast in order to be more responsive.
But as soon as we feel like we have a good situation on the ground,
the criminals are using tunnels, or catapults. We have to be just
as nimble and innovative to stay out in front of them so that our
systems are not locked in place; our processes are ones that are
easily adaptable to changing threats.
S&BP: Please speak to how living in Arizona has shaped
your view regarding border security.
McSally: A lot of people have opinions about border security who
have never actually been there, and I was really privileged to bring
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coming through your property, it is anything but. It’s not ok to say
“we have a strategy that intercepts them 100 miles into Arizona” when
you live within one mile of the border. Being from Arizona certainly
gives me that firsthand experience to know that we need a better
strategy for dealing with the problem.
S&BP: If you can, please elaborate on the recent bill you
authored on accountability of border projects.

Rep. McSally listening to Southern Arizona rancher John Ladd along the U.S. Mexico Border with
Homeland Security Committee Chairman Michael McCaul and a delegation of over 20 Members
of Congress (Office of Rep. McSally)

over 20 members of Congress to the area within my first three weeks
in office so they could see firsthand what border residents and
ranchers are dealing with. You often hear a lot of rhetoric about how
to deal with the border in very simplistic terms, but I have spent a lot
of time down there myself and I’ve spent a lot of time talking to the
American people who are right there on the frontlines dealing with
the public safety threat. It has really helped form and shape my views
regarding how we need to address this challenge.
While barriers constructed over the last several years have been
helpful to slow down activity, it is just a speed bump for the cartels.
And even if that barrier is a high wall, a high fence or a vehicle barrier,
the sophistication of the traffickers enables them to overcome the
obstacle fairly quickly, so if you don’t have some way to detect if they
are going over, through or under and then intercept that, a barricade
by itself is not going to secure the border. The people in southern
Arizona who live on the border know that; the ranchers are the best
testimonial to that as they show you the different encroachments that
are happening and cuts through fences. They don’t know whether
it’s a cartel, whether they’re armed, or if they’re bandits, etc. They just
know there is movement coming across the ranch day or night, and
it causes them to live in tremendous fear. They have no idea what’s
passing through when they see movement.
We currently have a strategy out of Homeland Security in the
rural areas that they call “defensive depth”, a multilayered approach.
This has caused great frustration to our border residents and ranchers
because Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has responded to me
that in the populated areas, they feel like they have seconds to minutes
to intercept anyone who comes over illegally, because they can quickly
disappear into a house. But they say in the rural areas they feel they
have hours to days to intercept them, and so instead of having their
border patrol assets as close to the border as possible and using those
other things we talked about, they have this mindset that illegal traffic
is going to come over the border. CBP puts checkpoints at every paved
road, so that American citizens going about their business everyday
have to now go through these checkpoints and answer a number of
questions, i.e. “Where are you going?”, “Are you a citizen?”, etc. And
they don’t expect traffickers to go through them. The checkpoints are
there to make the traffickers go around them, and therefore more offroad routes will inevitably slow them down, funneling them to CBP
enforcement in other rural areas.
This all might sound reasonable from Washington. D.C.
leadership, but when you live in the border area and traffickers are
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McSally: The Department of Homeland Security was cobbled
together after 9/11, and so you’re bringing together multiple
bureaucracies and putting them all under one large department.
Coming from the Department of Defense (DoD), I’ve seen how we
can have issues with deficiencies, lack of accountability, procurement,
etc. This is an issue that is very near and dear to my heart, because
we want to make sure we are being good stewards of taxpayer dollars.
In the area of border technologies, we’ve seen programs like SBI net
spend over a billion dollars of taxpayers’ money. There were cost
overruns, a lot of delays and eventually the entire thing was cancelled.
We are simply directing some good stewardship; if there is going to
be an acquisition program for border technology, it has to have a plan
and some milestones, oversight and accountability above a certain
level of funding so that CBP is held accountable, they have a good plan
and that they are being responsible with the taxpayers’ money.

Defense Strategies Institute presents the 3rd Annual:
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U.S.-Canada Border Cooperation
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U.S.-Canada Border Cooperation
Puget Sound, with its shared border with Canada,
is a microcosm for America’s many maritime
security challenges, and how the U.S. must
partner, share, collaborate, and integrate.
By Edward Lundquist, S&BP Correspondent

T

here are three main operational components of U.S. Customs
and Border Protection (CBP). The Office of Field Operations
(OFO) represents the personnel at the ports of entry, such as the
customs inspectors at airports and border crossings. OFO has a role
with agricultural inspection, as well as clearing legitimate trade and
travel and looking for smuggling at ports of entry. The U.S. Border
Patrol monitors and prevents incursions along the land border between
the ports of entry. The Office of Air and Marine Operations (AMO),
as its name implies, has both an air branch and a marine branch.
To manage the 125-mile maritime boundary with Canada requires
teamwork, specialized tools, training and technology to ensure the
safety, security and sovereignty of both nations. CBP uses assets in the
air, on the water, and on the ground to carry out its assigned tasks in
the Puget Sound area.
The U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards operate a network of a dozen
vessel tracking service (VTS) radars looking over the international
boundary area. Those radars are used to detect larger vessels transiting
in and out of Puget Sound. But there are also small vessels--involved
in smuggling or other illegal activity--that need to be detected and
monitored, says Michael Hoffman, Director of Marine Operations,
10th Anniversary Event
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U.S.-Canada Border Cooperation
Customs and Border Protection, Bellingham, WA. The U.S. Coast
Guard, RCMP, CBP and other stakeholders are looking at upgrading or
modifying the VTS radars to see small vessels better.

Multi-asset Coordination

Hoffman says the CBP aircraft are radar equipped and can cover more
area than a vessel. The aircraft can direct one of the CBP marine
branch 38-foot Safe Boat Interceptors with four 300-HP Mercury
engines, which can achieve speeds of 50+ knots, to find and stop a
suspect vessel.
“There are a lot of other players in the San Juan Islands and the
Puget Sound area,” says Hoffman. “Up here (in Bellingham) we
mainly deal with the RCMP, Coast Guard, and CBP. We work closely
with Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and
other federal, state and local agencies. It’s such a vast area that you
can’t do it by yourself.”
Hoffman says CBP coordinates with Coast Guard and RCMP,
including the jointly-operated Shiprider patrols, on a daily basis
to determine area coverage. “We either support and overlap their
coverage, or independently schedule our patrols to allow for more
coverage.”
There are two different categories of target. “We may have a
suspicious looking vessel that’s come out of nowhere that we need to
investigate, or we may respond based on intelligence. We have the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Homeland Security
Investigations (HSI) Border Enforcement Security Team (BEST)

collocated with us here in Bellingham. It’s a Homeland Security-led
investigative team made up from multiple agencies. They’re looking at
trans-national smuggling organizations as a whole. We work directly
with them with maritime investigations. We also have a direct link
with the CBP Air and Marine Operations Center—the AMOC—in
Riverside, California. They’re watching the big picture, and they have
analysts and field operators. If they identify something questionable in
our area, they call us and we check it out.”

Multi-directional Threat Envelope

One of the unique things about this area is the bi-directional nature
of the smuggling, Hoffman says. “There is cocaine, currency and
firearms that are transiting north. Over the years, we’ve had ‘BC bud’
marijuana coming south, and a lot of MDMA/ecstasy production in
British Columbia, that’s coming this way. So the stuff’s going back and
forth. So we’re not only looking at what’s coming into the US here, but
we also work with the Canadians on what’s going toward them. We’re
working together to figure out who’s involved with these criminal
enterprises, and who is doing what. Have they got a car? Did they buy
a boat? So some of this is just tactical—we’re out patrolling and we see
a boat and we go get it; but a lot of it is intelligence-driven, based on
things we’ve been looking at for a while.”
“We have various sensors, but we don’t have an integrated
system,” says Hoffman. “We could see what the Coast Guard’s Vessel
Tracking Service sees, but they’re looking for large ships to ensure safe
navigation. It’s not a small boat detection system.”
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Contingency Preparation North Border

FULL-SPECTRUM

BORDER PROTECTION
Security & Border Protection (S&BP) recently interviewed Mr. Michael Hoffman, Customs and Border Protection (CBP), Bellingham, WA
and Mr. Michael Milne, CBP Seattle, WA regarding efforts to better protect the U.S. Pacific Northwest and the nation’s shared border with
Canada, security challenges, and ways the nations partner, share, collaborate, and integrate.
Interview conducted by S&BP Correspondent Edward Lundquist
S&BP: How would you describe the area that you’re
dealing with?
Hoffman: The San Juan Islands and the Strait of Juan de Fuca
encompass approximately 300 named islands and 700 square
nautical miles of water border that we patrol. There are a lot
of fishing vessels, and freight transit ways through the Strait
of Juan de Fuca up to Canada and down to Seattle. We have oil
refineries and a lot of tug and barge traffic in our area. And we
have multiple ferries from island to island and then island to
mainland. We have Point Roberts, which is three sides water
and one side Canada. There are islands within our area that
are very close to Canada. On a typical day in Fiscal Year 2013,
we processed 992,243 people, made over 1,000 apprehensions
at U.S. points of entry, identified 137 people with national
security concerns, employed 60,000 personnel, and intercepted
millions of dollars worth of drugs, counterfeit money and
illegal property.
S&BP: Can a U.S. citizen living in the San Juan
Islands cross the border in a private craft to make a
purchase?
Hoffman: There are reporting requirements. We work closely
with the CBP Office of Field Operations. If we identify a
vessel in the United States and we’re doing a search incident
to crossing a border in our area, we will determine where that
vessel is going, whether or not they have already reported
in, whether or not they need to report in, we coordinate that
through OFO. They keep the records on the small vessel
reporting system. OFO controls all of the legitimate traffic in
the area and we’re looking for the illegitimate traffic in the
area – the smuggling of contraband, people who may have
weapons of mass destruction.
Milne: There are three main operational components of U.S.
Customs and Border Protection. These represent OFO – the
Office of Field Operations. Those are the folks you see at the
ports of entry. Basically, they’re up at Blaine here, when you
cross at the land border, the folks at Sea-Tac Airport that clear
people when they come in, they’re the customs inspectors.
They have a role with agriculture, and clearing legitimate trade
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Mr. Michael H. Hoffman
Director, Marine Operations
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Bellingham Air & Marine Branch
Bellingham, WA

and travel and looking for smuggling at ports of entry. Then
you’ve got the US Border Patrol, which is part of CBP. There’s a
sector up here in the Blaine headquarters, and they’re basically
the land border between the ports of entry. They’re kind of
on the “line,” and they’ve got camera systems and agents out
along the line that are trying to stop incursions along the land
border. And then you’ve got the Office of Air and Marine
(OAM). Here in Bellingham, you’ve got an air branch and a
marine branch. So all three of those CBP operations have to
coordinate, integrate and collaborate, just within our own
agency.
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Contingency Preparation North Border
There are thousands of private boats. You can practically
walk across the private boats out here in the summertime.
Most of them are legitimate people out on the water. There’s a
reporting system both for going in to Canada and for coming
in to the United States. It’s either telephonic reporting or
reporting to the port of entry.
S&BP: Do you have air and marine assets here at
Bellingham?
Hoffman: We have both vessels and aircraft. We have
Blackhawks and A-Star helicopters and fixed wing assets.
On the marine side, we have five Safe Boat Interceptors, and
they are located here at Bellingham and at Port Angeles,
Washington.
S&BP: Where do we have air and marine assets on the
border with Canada?
Hoffman: There are three locations. In addition to
Bellingham, we have the Great Lake Air Marine branch and
the Buffalo Air Marine branch.
S&BP: Who are some of the partners with whom you
work?
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Hoffman: There are a lot of other players in the San Juan
Islands and the Puget Sound area. Up here we mainly deal
with the RCMP, Coast Guard, and CBP. We work closely with
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW), and
other federal, state and local agencies.
S&BP: How does that sharing take place?
Hoffman: We coordinate on a daily basis with Coast Guard,
and the Shiprider patrols with Coast Guard and RCMP, to
determine area coverage. We either support and overlap their
coverage, or independently schedule our patrols to allow for
more coverage.
We have the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Border Enforcement
Security Team (BEST) co-located with us here in Bellingham.
It’s a Homeland Security-led investigative team made up from
multiple agencies. We work directly with them with maritime
investigations. We also have a direct link with the CBP Air
and Marine Operations Center—the AMOC—in Riverside,
California. They’re watching the big picture, and they have
analysts and field operators. If they identify something
questionable in our area, they call us and we check it out.
There are two different categories of target. We may have
a suspicious looking vessel that’s come out of nowhere that we
need to investigate. But we have the BEST group here looking
at trans-national smuggling organizations as a whole. And we
may respond based on intelligence.
One of the unique things about this area is the bidirectional nature of the smuggling. There is cocaine, currency
and firearms that are transiting north. Over the years, we’ve
had BC Bud marijuana coming south, and a lot of MDMA/
ecstasy production in British Columbia, that’s coming this
way. Just last week had 59 pounds of that over in a semi-truck
over in eastern Washington. So the stuff ’s going back and
forth. So we’re not only looking at what’s coming into the US
here, but a lot of us in the investigation interchangeably with
the Canadians is what’s going toward them. We’re working
together to figure out who’s involved with these criminal
enterprises, and who is doing what. Have they got a car? Did
they buy a boat? So some of this is just tactical—we’re out
patrolling and we see a boat and we go get it; but a lot of it is
intel-driven, based on things we’ve been looking at for a while.
S&BP: What about sensors?
Hoffman: We have various sensors, but we don’t have an
integrated system. We could see what the Coast Guard’s Vessel
Tracking Service sees, but they’re looking for large ships to
ensure safe navigation. It’s not a small boat detection system.
Our aircraft are radar equipped. When they’re out
patrolling, they can really cover a lot more ground than a
vessel.
The CBP marine branch conducts patrols with 38-foot Safe
Boat Interceptors with four 300-HP Mercury engines, and can
achieve speeds of 50+ knots.
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TechUpdate
The bomb suit has long been considered
an iconic symbol for Explosive Ordinance
Disposal operators across the globe. While
the traditional bomb suits of the past were
often associated with excessive bulk and
heft, these seemingly insurmountable
obstacles appeared as a test of physical
endurance and stamina.
The Point Blank Enterprises 4025
Elite Bomb Suit has been developed
and designed to improve dexterity,
maneuverability and comfort to the
operator. Minimizing the fatigue
experienced by an operator provides for
an increased situational awareness. The
4025 Elite Bomb Suit meets or exceeds both
fragmentation and overpressure standards
while reducing suit weight and operator
fatigue.

Torso Protection

The jacket and chest plate assembly has an
innovative and accommodating design that
uses positive buckle and zipper closures
that secure the ensemble much more
securely than other hook and loop designs.
The chest plate is not sewn into the jacket
assembly and can be easily removed by the
operator, should the condition or situation
call for even more increased mobility while
downrange. The jacket assembly also
maintains an innovative emergency or
swift cable doff capability not duplicated
by any other manufacturer in the industry.
With a little practice, a trained operator is
capable of donning and doffing the suit by
himself.

Headwear

More info: pointblankenterprises.com
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FLIR Systems, Inc. announced the launch of
the identiFINDER® R200, the latest addition
to the identiFINDER R-Series handheld
radiation detection and identification tools.
Intended for use by state and local law
enforcement agencies and first responders,
the wearable identiFINDER R200 delivers
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) N42.48 compliant identification at
a price that enables more first responders to
perform immediate front-line detection and
response during a radiological event.
Less than one pound, the lightweight
identiFINDER R200 is fully compliant
with the ANSI N42.32 Personal Radiation
Detector (PRD) standard and boasts a
compact and rugged design to wear on a
belt without burdening the officer. It also
provides continuous radiation monitoring
during routine traffic stops, high visibility
events, and in mass transit or critical
infrastructure entry control points, without
requiring any user interaction.
The identiFINDER R200 combines
FLIR’s new Silicon Photomultiplier
(SiPM) technology with a Cesium Iodide
(CsI) detector to provide high-resolution
identification so frontline officers can
quickly determine whether a gamma
radiation source is a true threat or benign
source from medical patients, normal
occurring radiation, or industrial use.
The identiFINDER R200 uses this nextgeneration, solid-state detector technology
that enables first responders to detect and
identify a radiological threat and take
immediate action.
More info: flir.com

Ballistics Vest

Tactical team leaders across military
and public safety agencies are currently
witnessing a shift in the threats they face,
especially in high profile urban areas. For
years, ballistic threats from small arms
were the primary risk. But more recently,
we have seen terrorists armed with suicide
vests and explosives. This presents the
need to supplement ballistic armor with
protection from blast threats: overpressure,
fragmentation and flame. At the same
time, officers want lightweight protective
equipment that allows them the quickness
and stealth they need to carry out their
mission. To meet these requirements,
several agencies across the United States
have deployed the Med-Eng TAC 6 suit.
This lightweight system supplements a
ballistic vest by providing overpressure,

fragmentation and flame protection over
the torso, groin and thighs. Depending on
the operator’s mission and their anticipated
threat, he or she can selectively add on
modular components to provide similar
blast threat protection over their upper and
lower arms, and lower legs. Because the
system has undergone extensive Human
Factors Engineering and is offered with an
innovative sizing model, it gives users the
agility and range of motion needed to engage
a target. A series of Tactical Visors also
provides facial protection.
More info: safariland.com

Protective Eyewear

Angel 7 Industries, LLC recently announced
the availability of i-RMR™ (pronounced
eye-armor), its revolutionary enhanced
ballistic protective eyewear, developed as an
eye protection solution that would endure
harsh environments without the deficiencies
and limitations of similar products already
available.
Unlike traditional flow-coated products,
A7 i-RMRTM incorporates multiple
technologies during the manufacturing
process into a single lens for maximum
versatility. Ballistic test results also
demonstrated i-RMRTM lenses significantly
exceed current requirements without
increasing lens thickness and weight, while
maintaining ultra-clear optical clarity.
i-RMRTM eye protection comes in
one of two core, enhanced ballistic lines:
standard i-RMR and i-RMRTM/Ghost
ShieldTM. Ghost Shield is A7’s state-of-theart photochromic technology, enabling eye
protection systems to automatically adjust to
any lighting condition faster than any other
photochromic lens on the market.
More info: a7aerodef.com
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When queried, EOD operators requested a
lighter helmet with greater visibility with
no appreciable loss in protection. The
designers of the 4025 Elite listened and
developed a simple design to decrease the
weight of the helmet to reduce operator
fatigue. Bomb suit manufactures have
traditionally used air from a fan mounted
on the helmet to circulate air within the
helmet to reduce CO2 buildup and to help
keep the helmet shield from fogging. The
design from Morgan took the fan assembly,
traditionally mounted on the helmet,
and mounted it on the rear of the jacket.
Instead of blowing air from the top of the
helmet down across the face shield, the
Morgan design ingeniously directs air from
the jacket collar across the face shield. The
end result provides a remarkably clear face
shield while reducing the overall helmet
weight.

Latest Radiation Detector

i-RMR™

Next-Gen EOD Bomb Suit

Water Management Securing the Pipeline

PROTECTING

THE MAIN
The Suffolk County Water
Authority (SCWA) is the largest
ground water supplier in the
nation, serving over 1.3 million
people on Long Island through
more than 5,900 miles of water
main. Recent collaboration with
the National Guard is yielding
insight into better protection.
By Phil Thompson, Suffolk County Water
Authority Emergency Manager

T

he Office of Emergency Management
(OEM) was established in 2012 to help
the Authority better prepare for both
natural and man-made disasters that could
impact our ability to provide safe drinking
water to our customers. Through our
participation in the Suffolk County Joint
Terrorism Task Force (JTTF), we became
acquainted with the commanding officer
of the 24th Civil Support Team (CST),
Lt. Col. Jody Lupo. Following discussions
on the vulnerability of water systems to
malicious attacks, we agreed that we should
set up a full-scale exercise that simulated
an attack against the water system. This
has since become an annual exercise that
also includes members of the FBI, New
York State Police and local health officials.
The current Commanding Officer of the
24th, Major Benjamin Genthner, has been
a key player in our ability to continue these
exercises. Working with the CST has also
opened the door for us to conduct similar
training with the U.S. Air Force.
All of these exercises are based on a
simulated attack against a water system.
Targeting drinking water supplies has been
an effective political and military tactic
dating back thousands of years. These
attacks initially consisted of dumping
dead bodies down the enemies’ water well,
which effectively eliminated it as a usable
source. More recent attacks against water
systems have included various chemicals

and biological agents that were injected into
the water main or dumped into reservoirs.
While it is unlikely that you could
successfully contaminate an entire water
system, point attacks against specific targets
would be easier to carry out with the proper
knowledge and equipment. Even if there
were limited casualties, the disruption and
loss of confidence would have far-reaching
consequences.
The equipment required to conduct an
attack against a water system is relatively
inexpensive and can be easily obtained
from plumbing supply or hardware stores.
Additional materials can be purchased
online from several sources. If the device
is to be left in place at the point of attack, it
can be easily concealed or disguised as an
item that belongs in that particular area.
Total setup and deployment time is minimal
for someone familiar with the procedures
needed to carry out such an attack.

Readiness through Coordination

The 24th CST is based at Fort Hamilton,
which is at the base of the Verrazano Bridge
in Brooklyn. They provide a rapid response
CBRN capability to the entire downstate
area of New York, including Long Island
and New York City. In the event of an
incident at a water treatment plant, SCWA
would make a request through the county
EOC that the 24th be deployed. This request
would have to travel up to the state level
prior to the 24th being cleared to respond.
Their primary mission would be to locate
and identify the point of entry into the water
supply and what type of compound had
been introduced.
“Operation Oval” was the initial
exercise that was conducted and simulated
a lone-wolf type attack against an isolated
pump station. The station was located
in a heavily wooded area surrounded by
industrial buildings. The premise was that
our control center received an intruder
alarm at the station just before shift change.
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When an operator arrived to investigate, he
found that all the locks had been cut, and
a threatening note had been left claiming
that the water supply had been poisoned.
The mission of the 24th was to determine
how the system had been compromised
and what chemical had been used. An
SCWA manager was assigned to their
command and control trailer to assist in
identifying what was out of place in each
room of the complex. One of the unique
aspects of a water treatment facility is that
several types of feed pumps and barrels
are used, which appeared suspicious to
the survey team. They were able to send
live video to the command post where
they were identified as part of our normal
operation. There were several operational
considerations with this exercise, with
several buildings and subterranean vaults,
as well as filter units that were 30’ in height.
As this exercise was conducted during the
summer months, all equipment had to
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Members of the 24th
CST make entry into a pump
station control room during
“Operation Republic”.
(24th WMD-CST)

be left in service, which introduced the hazard of high-voltage (480
volts). Another consideration was the presence of chlorine vapors,
which at times can be highly concentrated. We did not want to
damage any of their survey equipment inadvertently. The survey
teams successfully located both points of entry to the water supply
system. No chemicals were allowed on the pump station property,
so the sampling that was done by their mobile lab did not reveal
any actual hits. The exercise concluded with a tour of the property
for all involved to describe how the plant operated. The hot-wash
that followed the exercise highlighted lessons learned and possible
changes for future training.
“Operation Republic” was the next exercise that was conducted.
It was located at another pump station, which was again located in
an industrial area surrounded by an airport and a large groundwater
recharge basin. The premise of this exercise was that a terrorist
group had gained entry to an unused basement area of a pump
station through a door that was not alarmed. Improperly handled
documents during a recent construction project had given them
the alarm schematics as well as piping layout. They had access over
the course of several days, due to reduced coverage over a holiday
weekend. This exercise served several functions:
- Demonstrate how easily a water transmission system could be
attacked. The scenario presented could represent the service
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entrance to any large building found in the NY Metro area
- Test how well the communications equipment would work in a
concrete basement, surrounded by 200 horsepower motors and
other 480 volt electrical equipment
- Help test SCWA intruder response protocols and site
vulnerabilities
Response to this scenario was similar to the first, except that
the team was now more familiar with the layout of a typical pump
station. They were able to quickly determine the location of the
potential contamination site. They were also able to determine
what “contaminant” had been used, based on analysis of the
foreign writing on several containers that had been left at the
scene. The communications equipment performed well despite the
high-noise environment and the electronic interference.
“Operation Gazza” was different in that it was conducted in
several feet of snow and sub-zero temperatures. This exercise
simulated an attack against one of our office complexes using
a radiological dispersal device. It allowed SCWA to test our
Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) for relocation of employees
and the loss of our command and control center. The device
included low-level radiation sources, and several of the entry doors
were rigged with IED’s that had to be overcome prior to gaining
access. Once again, the device was quickly located and rendered
safe once entry was made.

Contingency Preparedness

Emergency Management personnel from the 106th CES/CEX (U.S.
Air Force) based at Francis S. Gabreski airport in Westhampton
Beach were on hand to observe some of these exercises, and
expressed interest in a joint exercise between SCWA and their
emergency response personnel. We coordinated the drill with the
Installation Emergency Manager MSgt. Lindy Ross and Lt. Col.
David Carrick, CO of the base Civil Engineer Squadron. We decided
on a directed attack by a disgruntled contractor. We used a portable
setup that was easily concealed in a washroom in the target building.
There was a joint response by both the base fire fighting force and
the chem/bio entry team. They were able to locate the device and
obtain a sample of the “contaminant” for further analysis. The
scenario underlined how easily an attack of this type could be
carried out once an individual had gained access to the base.
While an attack against the water sector may not be as likely
as other more high-profile targets, we need to prepare for the
possibility that this type of attack could be successfully delivered.
By including the 24th CST and members of US Air Force in our
training, we have not only strengthened our response capabilities,
we have also exposed them to training environments that they
would otherwise be unfamiliar with. This diversity of training
helps to make one better prepared to respond in the event of a
real emergency and opens the door to further collaboration with
training partners that might otherwise have been overlooked.

The original drone show has a new look.

May 2-5, 2016 | New Orleans
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Ground Surveillance Secure by Aerostat

EYES IN
THE SKY
By Robert Brown, Program Manager, Tethered Aerostat Radar System
(TARS), U.S. Customs and Border Protection and Nanette Peterson,
Program Manager, Tactical Aerostats

O

ver the past two years, U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) has established cost-effective border security
operations and sustainment capabilities using large balloons
mated with sophisticated radars and cameras for detection and
monitoring of suspicious activities along our southwest border.
These tethered aerostats are proving effective, affordable and reliable
for all CBP intended uses and locations, including long-range
aircraft detection and monitoring, as well as detection and tracking
of foot traffic and vehicle and boat incursions. For all aerostat
applications, the feedback from CBP law enforcement operators is
unanimous: aerostats are “game changers.”

Valuable Tools for Border Security

CBP views aerostats as valuable tools for establishing and
maintaining domain awareness along our borders because the
systems are providing exceptional results, are cost-effective, and
offer law enforcement operators tremendous flexibility across
multiple missions and border regions.
For CBP’s aerostats, the results are impressive. In the fight
against airborne drug trafficking, the Tethered Aerostat Radar
System (TARS) system provides law enforcement a unique capability
to detect suspicious aircraft at long distances (approximately 200
miles), flying low to the ground and attempting to avoid U.S.
ground-based radars upon entering the U.S. The U.S. ground-based
radars (e.g., FAA radars supporting air traffic control) are oriented
outward and upward to monitor high-flying, high speed commercial
aircraft. Smugglers, wishing not to be seen by these radars, would
then fly at low altitude in slower, non-commercial aircraft, to
approach and enter the country undetected. The law enforcement
counter to this threat is TARS where we elevate and orient highpowered radar outward and downward to detect aircraft flying
several hundred miles away at low altitudes. TARS, when combined
with other sensors and our effective air interdiction capabilities,
has dramatically reduced the airborne smuggling threat from
approximately 10,000 border crossings to 10-20 border crossings per
year. Today, however, we still see this threat. Instead of crossing the
border, the suspicious aircraft will land short of the border, often at
clandestine airfields, where they pass their cargo to land couriers to
attempt U.S. entry. In some cases, drug traffickers are using smaller,
slower, more maneuverable ultralight aircraft to attempt border
crossings. In 2014, due to TARS, DHS observed a record number
of approximately 630 suspicious “short landing” aircraft in Mexico
and 70 ultralight aircraft attempts to cross into the US. In summary,
TARS provides a unique capability for law enforcement to identify
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A TARS aerostat launching from its mooring to deploy a long-range, high-powered radar two
miles high where it detects and monitors potentially suspicious aircraft operating at U.S. borders.
(Donna Burton, Public Affairs, U.S. CBP)

aircraft (especially low-flying aircraft) attempting to cross our
borders illegally to deliver drugs or contraband, providing sufficient
information and time to intercept the illegal flights, and/or disrupt
the delivery of harmful contraband to our cities and streets.
For the “tactical” aerostats deployed in south Texas, the history
and background of the systems is different than TARS, but the
operational impact is just as remarkable. CBP deployed the initial
systems in Rio Grande Valley just a few years ago to introduce
proven military capabilities to the Border Patrol, develop concepts
of operations and tactics with this surveillance capability, and to
learn better the costs and logistics of maintaining these systems for
an extended period of time. Over time, we increased the deployment
to a total of five “tactical” systems – two RAIDs, two PGSS, and
one PTDS configuration – and the Border Patrol has now fully
incorporated these capabilities into their daily security operations.
In the relatively short period of time operating these systems in
a relatively localized part of the southwest border, these systems
are responsible for the detection of more than 100,000 individuals
suspected of illegal entry or illicit smuggling activity, leading
to the seizure of nearly 220,000 pounds of narcotics and related
contraband headed towards our cities and neighborhoods.

Cost-Effective Law Enforcement

Aerostats are cost-effective because we can emplace high quality
surveillance technology with unique capabilities in high priority
areas, and for significantly less cost than many other land-based or
aircraft-based platforms. For example, TARS provides persistent
surveillance of air, sea, and land approaches in key border areas for
less than $1,000 per surveillance flight hour. If we tried to replicate
that effectiveness with other sensor aircraft in the DHS inventory
– UAVs, P-3s, for example – we would pay approximately $3500$7000 per flight hour, or tens of millions more per year for the same
surveillance capability. Additionally, the current TARS sensors are
configured to detect and monitor illicit activity in air, ground and
sea domains, further increasing the value of this unique surveillance
platform. With the tactical aerostats, too, DHS can employ a
variety of ground surveillance technologies, at high altitudes and
for extended periods of time, cheaper than deploying these same
sensors on helicopters, UAVs, or fixed wing aircraft for the same
levels of effectiveness. Moreover, by leasing the tactical aerostats
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Ground Surveillance Secure by Aerostat
from DoD, DHS was able to avoid a large upfront investment to
acquire these systems, and deploy these systems to south Texas
rapidly and well before we could design and deploy ground-based
camera and radar systems like we have done in Arizona and other
southwest border hotspots.
The tactical aerostats offer considerable flexibility in the type of
missions and locations they can support because we can integrate
a wide range of payload combinations, rapidly re-deploy systems as
threat activity and situations warrant, while relying on contracted
flight crews and organic logistics support. These flexibilities open
opportunities for aerostat support in ongoing border surveillance
missions at multiple land border areas where little technology
exists today. Other potential opportunities include maritime
surveillance missions when equipped with marine radars, or
disaster response contingencies when equipped with surveillance
and communications relay radios, or port harbor monitoring, to
name a few.

Maximizing Airborne Capabilities

Today’s use of aerostats is highly effective in combatting the flow
of illegal drugs and other contraband across our borders and
disrupting the operations of transnational crime organizations in
key border regions. As CBP gains more experience and insights
with operating and maintaining aerostat systems, we must leverage
opportunities to (1) reduce the operations costs and improve
logistics efficiency of the current, high-impact capabilities we
have today, and, (2) identify and exploit additional technologies
available today for incorporation into our aerostat-sensor toolbox.
For all of our aerostats, CBP has taken over or leased the aerostats
from the military in the past few years. As a top priority, we have
focused on establishing our law enforcement concepts of operations,
manning and training requirements, and CBP maintenance and
logistics support capabilities. Today, we have effective aerostat-borne
surveillance, intelligence and communications deployed in multiple
border regions fully supported by CBP infrastructure. Additionally,
we have been closely examining opportunities to reduce the overall
operations and maintenance costs of all of our systems.
Maintaining these effective law enforcement capabilities,
particularly in stressing budget environments, requires us to
reduce recurring operating expenses so we can “free up” funds for
emerging repairs and minor investments in technology refresh. This
keeps our current capabilities viable for the next several years. With
TARS, for example, we are spending approximately 15-20% less per
year on recurring O&M costs with reduced government staffing,
reduced travel, and more selective sparing. We are continuing
to work with the military for cost savings opportunities for the
“tactical” aerostats deployed in south Texas. The future aerostat
logistics and sustainment program will be a challenge. TARS
requires a significant modernization investment in the coming
years to address obsolete electronics in the sensor and key support
systems. The tactical aerostats will require additional spares and/
or technology refresh with its major systems while continuing CBP
operations through the decade. These funds are not yet identified
– we are continuing to exercise the agency’s resource planning
and allocation process to align limited funds against all of our top
priorities.

Future Effectiveness

One major initiative to increase future effectiveness with aerostats
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is to establish alternative aerostat and sensor combinations to
improve law enforcement operator’s domain awareness of maritime
border environments where illicit migrant and narcotic smuggling
activity is increasing. These hotspots include southern California
littorals, Gulf of Mexico, Bahamian approaches to southern
Florida, and the U.S. Virgin Islands—Puerto Rico border corridor.
Today’s surveillance in these regions relies on the use of law
enforcement surveillance boats and planes conducting long-range
patrols. While often effective, these boat-plane platforms do not
provide affordable, persistent surveillance in key transit areas.
We think aerostats outfitted with maritime sensors can fill this
capability gap provided we can also find suitable deployment
locations, logistics support infrastructure, and additional funding.
Additionally, across all border regions, DHS is examining
improved and more reliable tactical digital voice and data
communications among agents, officers and commanders. Because
TARS are already located in key border regions, and the tactical
aerostats can be relocated to any key border region, CBP is looking
at mounting communications repeaters and relay gear on our
aerostats to service law enforcement operations in areas where
existing communications infrastructure is deficient. This initiative
would address primarily safety concerns to avoid agents/officers
landing in “hot” situations without appropriate communications
for back-up, as well as effectiveness and efficiency improvements
by enabling ground-to-ground and air-to-ground communications
in more remote areas.
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